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Abstract

Developing organizations are spends lots of money to finding the Errors and bugs. In this article, an application of defects
removal effectiveness to improve the software quality and fault prone analysis, methods are finding the solution of parameters
in linear regression models with cost estimating method. It describes the approach of quantitative quality management through
defect removal effectiveness and statistical process control of cost analysis with historical project data. Software quality is going
continuously monetary benefit to perform well management planning, and achieve a new height. In this methodology, Software
quality model can make timely predictions of reliability indications; it’s enabling to improve software development processes by
target reducing the estimated cost for software products and improve the techniques for more effectively and efficiently.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of the Eleventh International Multi-Conference on Information
Processing-2015 (IMCIP-2015).
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1. Introduction

Improved software tools could decrease the testing resources needed to achieve a high level of quality software
products. In this approach effect, an improved infrastructure would make developing resources more effectively and it
is Marginal cost of testing prior to shipping down to the right closer to the asymptote of high quality software products.
Software product is to achieve an appropriate level of software quality. To develop, Developers and designers are trying
to produce readable, reliable, maintainable, reusable testable code1. Software develop effort estimation is the process of
predicting the most realistic effort required to develop software based on available information. However, the Software
development lifecycle (SDLC) phases are applied to predict effort for singleton life cycle stages. Defect removal
effectiveness is a direct indicator of the capability of a software development process in removing defects before the
software is delivered. It is one of few, perhaps the only, process indicators that bear a direct correlation with the quality
of the software’s field performance2, 3. The paper deals several aspects of defect removal effectiveness including overall
effectiveness, inspection effectiveness, test effectiveness, phase specific effectiveness and the role of defect removal
effectiveness under quality planning4, 5. High quality software attributes to a defect – free product, which is competent
of producing predictable results and remains deliverable within time and cost constraints3, 6. It should be manageable
with minimum interferences. It should also be maintainable, dependable, understandable, and efficient. To increased
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competitiveness in today’s business world Thus, a systematic approach towards high quality software development is
required due technological advances hardware complexity and frequently changing business requirements4, 5, 7. The
defect framework is based on analyzing the defects that had emerged from various stages of software development like
Requirements, Design, Coding, Testing and Timeline (defects due to lack of time during development). This study is
not limited to just identifying the origin of defects at various phases of software development but also finds out the
reasons for such defects, and defect preventive measures are proposed for each type of defects. Defect injection metric
based on severity of the defect rather than just defect count, which gives the number of adjusted defects produced
by a project at various phases8. The defect injection metric value, once calculated, serves as a yardstick to make a
comparison in the improvements made in the software process development between similar set of projects9. Software
can be considered a product whose production is fundamentally similar to other products.

2. Literature Survey

There are several studies conducted by different researchers for producing high quality software and reducing the
estimated cost, A. Schiffaucrova and V. Thomson (2006) propose quality cost models, in this model practical use of
cost of quality suggests that even though quality is consider an important issue. Dale and Wan (2002), it focuses on
quality costing method policies for industrial level. Most of the researcher only focuses on finding the defects on
software developing process for these study Fang Chengbin (2008) introduced a tool called bug tracing system (BTS),
for defect tracing, has the advantage of popularity and low cost, and also improves the accurate tracking and identify
the defects where it is located on software developing lifecycle (SDLC) phases. Stefan Wagner (2008) finding the
defects and summarizes the work on defects classifications approaches that have been proposed by two companies
IBM and HP. The IBM approach is called Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) and the HP approach is based
on three dimensions – Defect Origin, Types and models. Pankaj Jalote and Naresh Agarwal (2007) stressed on how
analysis of defects found in first iteration, letter on how to retrieve the feedback for defect prevention to next iterations,
leading to quality and productivity improvement10. To Improving, the quality of software can be approaches using the
same basic principles support by quality leads to W. Edwards Deming, Philip B, Crosby, and Harold F. Dodge8. Show
that, it will be possible to predict the potential cost savings and defect reduction expected. The quality of software
is heavily influence by proper attention to every phase of development5. However, high quality software should have
as few defects as possible. It is accepts that defects will be injected and the objective is to deliver software with few
defects within the estimated budget.

The rest of the paper is as follows: section 3 describes about the proposed framework then after discuss about the
different models after that the result and discussion in section follows by the conclusion and future scope.

3. Proposed Framework

Our paper aims to understand the impact of economic effort and review on the defect removal effectiveness of the
software products and statistical analysis to enhancing the software quality and reducing cost. The paper first presents
a simplified Economical model of software quality, and develops the details of the model at the level of individual
defects removal at each level of software developing phase. The main objective of the model to identify approaches to
improve the software quality and reduced the marginal cost of software products.

3.1 Conceptual economic model

In this section paper, describe about the proposed model. The cost of an inadequate infrastructure for software
testing can also be expressed as the benefit of an improved infrastructure for software testing. These values (cost
and benefit) are symmetrical11. They are properly measured as either the minimum amount of money all members
of society would collectively require to forego the improved infrastructure or as the maximum amount of money all
members of society would collectively pay for the improved infrastructure12. An appropriate measure of the economic
impact of an inadequate infrastructure for software testing is the profit differences of developers and users between
conditions with the current testing infrastructure and conditions with the counterfactual infrastructure. This can be
expressed by
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summing over all developers and users as follows

� Economic = �� developer’s profits + �� User’s profits.

The appropriate measure of the value developers would place on an improved infrastructure for software testing is
their profit difference between conditions with the current testing infrastructure and conditions with the counterfactual
infrastructure. Profits are firm revenues minus costs. Suppose the firm produces a single software product (q) at a price
(p) total revenues are T R = pq .

The profit, π , the developer receives over the entire product life cycle is

π = pq −
[

n∑
i=1

w1i.x1i

(
r∑

i=1

w2i x2i +
s∑

i=1

w3i x3i

)
q

]
(1)

where the first term is the revenues, the second is cost.
With improvement in testing infrastructure, resource use in the developing phase (x1i . . . x1n) will change. Fewer

bugs will be embodied in shipped products, thus resource use for after – sales service (x31 . . . x3s) will also change.
With improvements in product quality demand may increase, increasing sales of the software products (q) and thereby
changing the resource use in software production and distribution (x1 . . . xr ). In this scenario developer are producing
a better product and production – estimated cost will change, product prices ( p) will also change. Software quality not
only affects price ( p), but also the resources per unit sold needed, for after – sales service. At the appropriate measure
of the value end users would place on an improved infrastructure for software testing is their profit difference between
conditions with the current testing infrastructure and conditions with the counterfactual infrastructure12. End user’s
profits are modelled as a function of the difference in revenues and production costs. End user’s total revenues are
expressed as the price time’s quality for the product the firm produces: T R = py

Let the end user expend n inputs or resources (x1i . . . x1n) prior to purchasing software and that the prices for the
resources are (w1i . . . w1n). These costs may include, search costs or delay costs from uncertainty over the quality of
available software12. The end – user’s profit (π) can be expressed as its product life – cycle revenue minus its costs.

π = py −
[

n∑
i=1

w1i x1i

(
r∑

i=1

w2i x2i +
s∑

i=1

w3i x3i +
v∑

i=1

w4i x4i

)
y

]
(2)

Thus, the benefit of an improved software testing infrastructure to an end user is the change in profit. Software testing
leads to reductions in economic cost as reflected in the combined profits of developers and end users. The magnitude
and distribution of impacts between developers and end users depends on the underlying relationships in the developing
quality function of software quality.

4. Linear Regression Models

The paper deals about the estimation of the parameters in linear regression models; the method of least squares is
typically used to estimate the regression coefficients in multiple linear regression models13. Let n > k observations on
the response variable are available, y1, y2, . . . , yn . Along with each observed response yi , it will be an observation on
each regresses variable and let xi j denote the i th observation or level of variable x j . The data will appear as in Table 1.
It assume that the error term ε in the model has E(ε) = 0 and V (ε) = σ 2 and that the {εi } are uncorrelated random
variables. The model equation

yi = β0 + β1xi1 + · · · + βk xk + εi (3)

The method of least squares chooses the βs in equation (3) so that the sum of the squares of the errors εi is
minimized. The least squares function is

DREL =
n∑

i=1

εi2 =
n∑

i=1

⎛
⎝yi − β0 −

k∑
j=1

β j xi j

⎞
⎠ (4)
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Table 1. Data for multiple linear regressions.

y x1 x2 . . . xk

y1 x11 x21 . . . xk1
y2 x12 x22 . . . xk2
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

yn x1n x2n . . . xkn

The function DREL is to be minimized with respect to β0, β1 . . . βk . The least squares estimators, say β0, β1, . . . βk ,
must satisfy

∂DREL

∂β0 β0...βK

= −2
n∑

i=1

⎛
⎝yi − β0 −

k∑
j=1

β j xi j

⎞
⎠ xi j (5)

where j = 1, 2, . . . , k.
These equations are called the DRE least squares normal equations. The solution to be normal equations will be the

DRE least squares estimators of the regression coefficients. It is simpler to solve the normal.
Equations if they are expresses in matrix notation.

5. Iterative Phase Defect Removal Model

The model are divided into three basic stages are defect Injection, defect Detection and defect Removal during
software development life cycle. The model gets the Defect Removal Efficiency4 and competitively analysis13, and
reducing cost and time effectively in Iterative Phase Defect Removal Model. An empirical study conducted across
several project from various service – based and product – based organizations reveals that requirement phase contain
50% to 60% of total defects. 15% to 30% of defects are at design phase. Implementation phase contains 10% to
20% of defects9, 12, 13. Remaining are miscellaneous defects that occurs because of bad fixes. Bad fixes are injection
of secondary defects due to bad repair of defects. The common cause for defect occurrences at requirements phase
are requirement incompleteness, inconsistency, ambiguity, requirement change and requirement presentation. The
common reasons for defect occurrences at design phase are non-conformance to external specification, internal
specifications, logical specifications, interface specifications, component specification, security, organizational policies
and standards in addition to non-conformance to design with requirement specification9, 14. The common sources for
defect occurrences at implementation phase are improper error handling, improper algorithm, programming language
shortcomings and wrong data access and novice developers3, 15. The phase wise defect injection analysis with cost,
the first stage of SDLC cost should be low but the defect injection little bit higher at the cost level. Show that initially
defects are injected into little bit higher, another Fig. 1(b) shows that initial percentage defects are higher in the both
Fig. 1(a) and (b) analyze defects injected during SDLC process16. Defects are mostly introducing at requirements,
design, code and testing phases. In each phases the defect location are critically unidentified. Second stage is Defect
or error injection during the developing process17. In this stage, identify the root cause of defect injection at different
levels of software development cycle. There are some Metrics to be used and implement to enhancing the quality of
the products.

Third stage is Defect detection, in this stage detected the defects and counts the error percentage. Fourth stage is
Defect Removal Process, in this stage the model verify and analysis the defect or unidentified defect (Bad fixing) go
to re-refine the third stage. If the entire defects are reduced it redirect to the next SDLC phases and iteratively15. The
paper deals a simple model of the defect removal process to develop formulas for enhancing the quality and reducing
the work effort. Phase – wise defect injection analysis with cost it clear that low level phase has less amount spent
during the software development life cycle17. The paper deals detection method Defects are introduced throughout the
software development life cycle and the art of testing is to find as many of them as possible when they are inserted. It is
widely recognized that there is a parabolic curve of defect insertion. The starting point is the requirement specification,
which begins by inserting 60% of the defects16. The curve terminates with live or production, where the intended result
is to find zero defects. The tester should report on completion of the project, the defect detection efficiency. This looks
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Fig. 1. (a) Phase – wise dDefect injection analysis with cost; (b) Phase – wise defect injection percentage.

Fig. 2. Iterative phase by defect detection and removal model.

at understanding for each defect, where it was inserted and where it was detected. A perfect test process would look
to identify each defect, as it is inserting. This is highly unlikely and the reality is that some defects are finding in later
phases of testing. It is therefore important that testing is involved in the project from the outset, not as something that
is included if there is the time, the budget and the inclination.

Notation

Pk = SDLC Phase to step k.
DIK = the number of defects injected in the phases on entry to step k.
DDK = the number of defects detection during the phase development to step k.
DRK = the count of defect removed from each step k.
QK = Number of defect in the released software.

The defect removal efficiency for each software development life cycle, relative to the defects present is the fraction
found ‘Pk’ times the fraction of good fixes (1−εk). Hence the defect removal efficiency (DREck) relative to the defects
currently into the each step k is.

DREck = (1 − εk) · pk

Let us assume that ε and p are constants:
DREc = (1 − ε) · p (6)

The fraction of defects removed relative to the total lifetime defects (DRE) is:

DREc = (1 − ε) · p (6’)

The fraction of defects removed in the review/inspection for each step k [1].

DRE1 = M P/T D (7)
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where Phase 1 effectiveness (E1) and Phase 2 effectiveness (E2) [1],

E1 = E2 (8)

(from Remus and Zilles mathematical relationships of defect removal effectiveness).
From the equation (7) and equation (8), the result can be obtained directly.

DRE1 = p1.O D(
1

1−ε1

)
· O D

(9)

(1 − εk) · Pk : (Let ‘OD’ is the original defects introduced into the SDLC Phases.)

T D = M P + (E2x(T D − M P))

Qk = T D(1 − DREck )
n

or

Q2 = T D(1 − DREck )
2 (10)

where,

Q = T D(1 − E)(1 − E2)

= T D(1 − E)2

= (T D − M P)E2 × (T D − M P) × 1/M P (11)

from equation (10) and equation (11),

Q2 = T D

μ2
(12)

Note that Q2 is inversely proportional to μ2. The quality improves as the value of Q is decreases and the value of μ is
increases.

6. Result and Discussion

The models relates the discussed economic factors and other technical factors with the aim to statistical analysis
the defects factors at each level. The defect – detection techniques used to plan the quality assurance in a development
project. Later on, it used the models as a basis for reviewing the empirical literature and hence describes only briefly the
assumptions and equations19. A simplified version of this models is available that can be used to plan the quality
assurance of a developing project using historical data. It summaries the empirical knowledge available for the quality
of defect – detection techniques introducing the approach in general and then describing the relevant studies and
results for each of the models factors for different types of techniques and defects in general20. The field of quality
assurance and defect – detection techniques in particular has been subject to a number of empirical studies over the last
decades.

These studies were used to assess specific techniques or to validate certain law and theories about defect – detection.
The first category of defect – detection techniques its look at is also the most important one in terms of practical
usage. Dynamic testing is a technique that executes software with the aim to find failures13. The second categories of
defect – detection techniques under consideration are review and inspections, i.e., document reading with the aim to
improve them. In most cases review is used interchangeably. It can be identify differences mainly in the process of the
inspections19. In this techniques it start with analyzing the effectiveness of inspections and reviews that is later used
in the approximation of the difficulty12, 14. It observes a stable mean value that it is close to 30%. However, the range
of values is huge. This suggests that an inspection is dependent on other factors to be effective. The efficiency relates
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Table 2. Historical project data set.

Projects/ Projects of Requirement Design review Code review Post release
modules requirements review defects defects defects DIT defects SIT defects defects

p2 21 12 10 18 13 48 1
p3 28 25 11 24 19 70 1
p4 24 8 5 22 19 43 2
p5 19 15 5 17 10 30 1
p6 29 6 7 23 22 58 3
p7 17 6 3 15 8 28 1
p8 27 9 2 26 12 41 1
p9 23 10 5 23 8 52 1
p10 19 7 1 19 14 38 2
p11 13 11 3 15 6 33 0
p12 15 14 5 14 9 30 1
p13 24 5 8 22 20 60 1
p14 18 8 3 18 14 41 1
p15 21 9 5 18 11 35 2
p16 24 12 8 19 14 48 1
p17 16 8 2 15 13 32 0
p18 22 14 5 22 11 55 1
p19 13 6 8 13 10 22 1
p20 29 12 5 25 20 52 2
p21 12 15 8 12 9 18 1
p22 23 26 10 18 15 31 1
p23 19 11 6 13 6 17 1
p24 20 8 2 16 15 32 0
p25 27 7 11 25 12 36 1
p26 27 14 5 25 14 41 1
p27 15 7 4 15 8 27 2
p28 13 9 3 11 7 21 1
p29 23 13 10 20 12 37 2
p30 26 4 2 24 13 35 3

Fig. 3. Analysis by defect detection by given data series.

the effectiveness with the spent effort. Again, this is not directly usable in the analytical model but nevertheless can
give further insights into the relationships of factors. Analytical analysis techniques are evaluated in13, 14. Interface
consistency rules and anomaly analysis revealed 2 and 4 faults of 28, respectively. It also analyzed the effectiveness
of programming code bug finding tools in1, 4. After eliminating the false positives, the tools were able to find 95% of
the known defects over several projects20. However, the defects had mainly a low severity. For the severest defects the
effectiveness reduced to 12%–15%, for the second severest defects even to 10%. For lower severities the effectiveness
lies between 80%–95%.
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7. Conclusion and Future Scope

The paper presents application of the defects origin iterative method for finding the approximated solution of
the Statistical Analysis of Defect Removal Effectiveness problem. The software companies spend more amount
of cost on finding the defects and bad fixing. At these averages below 95% in cumulative Statistical Analysis of
Defect Removal Effectiveness is not adequate in software quality methods and needs immediate improvements. Any
company or government group that does not measure Defects and does not know how efficient they are in finding
software bugs or defect prior to release is in urgent need of remedial quality improvements. When companies that
do not measure pre-defects are studied by the author during on-site benchmarks, they are almost always below 85%
in Statistical Analysis of Defect Removal Effectiveness and usually lack adequate software quality methodologies;
inadequate defect prevention and inadequate defect removal effectiveness are strongly correlated with failure to
measure phase defect removal efficiency. For software quality is not only free but leads to shorter development
schedules, lower development costs, and greatly reduced costs for maintenance and total costs for ownership.
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